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Press release:

Everfuel to realize break-through PtX projects
The Danish Energy Agency have announced support for 2 large scale electrolyser projects in Denmark
with a total installed Electrolyser capacity of 32MW. Everfuel is hydrogen partner in both projects.
Denmark is showing global leadership within Power-to-X (PtX) and award public funding on ~17Mio EUR
(128Mio DKK) for a total of 32MW installed electrolyser capacity. Both PtX projects are world leading in their
essence, and Everfuel is a proud participant in both projects.
HySynergy: Everfuel and Shell have today announced that a grant of 48M DKK have been awarded by the
Danish Energy Agency to support the establishment of a 20MW Electrolyser in Fredericia, Denmark. The
state-of-the-art facility, which is planned to enter operation in 2022, will be the largest Electrolyser in
Europe. Everfuel will own and operate the Electrolyser facility, while Shell will be first offtaker of green
hydrogen from the Electrolyser. Everfuel will install hydrogen storage, trailer filling station and operate
hydrogen trailers to supply green hydrogen fuel in Denmark. Further details on the project and the
complete team of project participants will be announced in first half of 2020. The HySynergy ambitions go
far beyond 20MW, with the partners planning to gradually upgrade the hydrogen plant up to 1GW by 2030.
Press release (in Danish)
GreenLab Skive: Versatile energy symbiosis project, where a 12MW electrolyser will be installed to produce
hydrogen for multiple purposes, based on power from an onsite wind and solar power plant. A number of
offtakers will use the produced hydrogen in various industrial and chemical processes, with Everfuel
installing an integrated trailer filling station and operating hydrogen trailers from the site.
Press release (in Danish)
Press release (in English)
Press release from the Danish Energy Agency (in Danish)
“We are extremely pleased about this ambitious move from the Danish Government and the Energy Agency.
This confirms the Danish trend of moving from supporting installation of renewable power to support the
natural next step, being flexible conversion to hydrogen and usage in mobility” says CEO, Jacob Krogsgaard
and continues “We are overwhelmed by the warm welcome Everfuel have received. Everfuel is dedicated to
make hydrogen a green competitive fuel and energy carrier, and we are delighted to see so many partners,
authorities and politicians supporting our goal of green, zero emission mobility”
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Everfuel is the new green fuel company in Europe - providing green hydrogen for larger vehicle fleets like buses, trucks and taxies.
Everfuel is partner, owner and operator of PtX plants, hydrogen distribution & hydrogen fueling stations.
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